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Introduction 

At the University of Minnesota College of Veteri
nary Medicine, we have taken a strong interest in dairy 
stockmanship and the interactions that occur between 
people and cows. Mr. Bud Williams (Independence, KS) 
has been a leader in establishing many of the basic 
principles and practices of good cattle stockmanship and 
has been teaching these concepts to beef cattle audiences 
around the world for over 30 years. The authors have 
attended multiple Bud William's stockmanship schools 
over the last three years. Our initial goal was to improve 
our personal stockmanship skills with dairy cattle. Since 
we began working with Mr. Williams in 2008, we have 
become firmly committed to successfully implementing 
dairy stockmanship on commercial dairy operations. The 
daily management of a dairy operation requires person
nel to interact with the cattle many times a day. Dairy 
stockmanship is the implementation of low-stress cow 
handling techniques to improve the outcomes for both 
the people and the cattle. 

Dairy Stockmanship 

In stockmanship terms stimulation of any kind 
on livestock is referred to as a form of pressure. In 
discussions on stockmanship or cattle handling people 
frequently refer to flight or safe zones of an animal 
as an arbitrary measure of how much pressure or en
croachment an animal will endure prior to fleeing or 
fighting. Conceptually, the flight zone can be thought 
of as being an animal's personal space and when that 
space is violated the animal may determine that it is no 
longer safe and react. In practical terms, as a human 
approaches livestock the animal begins to feel pressure 
from human encroachment. The exact flight distance and 
the extent of the response to human presence may vary 
animal to animal or within the same animal depending 
on the various factors influencing the animal, such as 
prior animal experiences, previous human interaction, 
the distance between the human and animal, natural 
or artificial boundaries, husbandry practices, age of the 
animal, other competing environment stimuli, health 
and well-being of the animal(s) in general, and even 
the time of day. By closely observing the response of 
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the animal approached, livestock handlers can be able 
to observe and learn from the effects of the pressure on 
animal behavior. Alternatively, by moving away from 
animals some or all of the pressure may be relieved and 
understanding this animal behavior will also be useful 
to livestock handlers. The key point is that handlers can 
induce animals to move, turn, or stop by exerting and 
manipulating pressure. 

Every interaction between people and cows shapes 
the future behavior of both. These interactions can be 
positive or negative but are very rarely neutral. The 
concept of stockmanship, or low-stress handling oflive
stock, helps people become aware of human behavior 
and the impact it has on livestock. With proper handling 
cattle are easier to work and move, and that creates a 
desirable environment for both cattle and people. In the 
dairy industry people interact with cows several times a 
day and these situations present opportunities to create 
positive human and animal interactions. 

General Stockmanship Concepts 

There are a few general concepts about cow behav
ior stock handlers should keep in mind. Livestock derive 
information from the environment through their five 
senses: sight, hearing, smell, touch, and taste. Cows do 
not use language to communicate with people so stock 
handlers must communicate with cows by stimulating 
the senses of the animal. The two most important senses 
a cow uses to understand what is going on in her envi
ronment are sight and hearing. 

Cows consistently look at what is pressuring them. 
Because the eyes and ears of the cow are positioned on 
the side of the skull, cows have excellent peripheral vi
sion and hearing. There is a narrow blind spot directly 
behind her rump. A good general rule is that if the 
handler can see the cow's eyeball she can probably see 
the handler. Therefore, the human should approach the 
animal from a position where her eyeball can be seen, in 
this manner she can probably see and hear the handler. 
Surprising livestock is never a good idea, so let them see 
the handler if possible and if not, let them gently hear 
who approaches them. 

Cows tend to move in an arc around whatever 
they perceive as pressure. This allows them to keep an 
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eye on what is pressuring them as they move around or 
away from it. Cows tend to follow other cows. These two 
concepts are invaluable when emptying a cattle pen or 
loading a transport with cattle. If the handler can create 
positive motion at the front of the herd and then avoid 
doing anything to slow or stop the flow, cows will tend to 
move in the direction they are facing while following the 
cow in front of them. If, for example, handlers are moving 
animals into the parlor, the task will be accomplished 
more efficiently if the handler induces the animals to 
face the opening into the parlor. If the handler causes the 
animals to turn back toward the crowd gate, flow stops 
and the cattle tend to bunch. Handlers need to pay close 
attention to their position in relationship to the direction 
of cow movement. It is most important not to over-pres
sure or to apply pressure in an unpredictable manner 
to the animal. Extreme examples of over-pressure are 
shouting, arm waiving, and hitting animals or using 
electric prods to get them to move. Cows do not respond 
positively when over-pressured, they exhibit agitation 
and may run away from the over-pressure potentially 
leading to harm. These examples of over-pressure would 
be called high-stress cow handling techniques. 

Pressuring a cow properly involves the right ap
proach angle, speed, and timing. There is no complicated 
or magic formula. The cow's behavior will inform the 
handler if the angle, speed, and timing were correct. 
If she didn't respond as the handler intended, then the 
handler should back along the same line as the approach, 
change the angle and the speed of approach. However, 
one concept has universal importance in moving cattle 
and it is that driving cattle from directly behind them, 
in their blind spot, causes the animal to turn and face 
the handler in order to get at least one eye on the pres
sure. That handling mistake stops the forward motion 
of cattle because a cow tends not to walk far with her 
head turned. Cows seem to follow their eyes. 

Cows walk at about two-miles per hour (mph) while 
people tend to walk about three to four mph. Handlers 
walking at their normal pace and parallel with cows will 
eventually overtake the cow, first slowing them and then 
stopping forward motion altogether. Handlers need to 
recognize this and slow their walking speed in order to 
move at the same pace as calm cows. Since it generally 
takes more pressure to start a cow moving than it does 
to keep her moving, once cow motion begins the handler 
should slow or pause momentarily in order to create 
some distance between themselves and the moving cow. 
The handler then continues to apply only the pressure 
needed to keep the cow moving calmly. Over-pressuring 
in order to start motion or during movement frequently 
causes cows to over-react and run. This is often seen 
when moving heifers. 

Walking parallel against the flow of cows tends to 
speed them. This works because cows want to go the 
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direction they are facing and they want to get away from 
the human pressure; especially the human face and eyes. 
Walking parallel against the flow of cattle can help load 
or unload a chute, transport, or parlor, and is valuable 
when encouraging cows to exit the return alley. If more 
than one person is in the vicinity of the same animal or 
group of animals, it is best that one person pressure at 
a time. With two or more handlers, it is very easy to ap
ply conflicting pressures to the cattle. Understandably, 
this would result in conflicting stimuli to the cows and 
results in poor communication to the animal. Consistent 
handling methods allow the cows to know what will 
happen next and that seems to have a calming effect 
on herd animals. 

A good time to work animals is when they first 
arrive to a new pen or facility. Examples of this are dur
ing weaning of heifers from hutches into group pens or 
immediately after springing heifers arrive at a facility 
new to them. Spending 10-20 minutes allows handlers 
to develop a calm relationship with the new cattle while 
introducing the animals to the new environment. This 
also creates a great opportunity to examine those ani
mals for any health problems. 

As people learn to apply stockmanship skills on 
cattle operations a frequent question arises about what to 
do with new cattle. As simple as it may sound, the answer 
is that the behavior of the animals will tell handlers what 
should done with them. For example, if cattle run, back 
and forth or circle non-stop, the handlers need to slow 
that motion. If the cows bunch in a corner and have no 
movement, a handler or at most a few handlers should 
create slow movement that involves teaching new cattle 
to accept human pressure. This also helps animals learn 
the boundaries of their new confinement while teaching 
them where food and water exists. Each time cattle are 
worked properly they learn and become easier to work 
the next time. That is to say that animals learn calm 
handling if handled calmly. When livestock operations 
only consider working cattle if specific tasks are to be 
accomplished (such as vaccinating) a negative impres
sion of handling can be imprinted in the cows' memory. 
Naturally, negative interactions can make cows become 
harder to handle over time. Frequently, we find that the 
older cows in a herd can be difficult to move. We must 
understand that their current behavior is the sum total of 
the interactions with humans over her lifetime; positive 
and negative. Dairy stockmanship is about reconnecting 
people with dairy cows for positive outcomes and it is 
fundamentally about learning how cows respond to the 
behaviors of people in a dynamic environment. 

To summarize the key stockmanship concepts, fac
ulty at the University of Minnesota College ofVeterinary 
Medicine have developed a list of specific stockmanship 
engagement rules and have made these available in both 
English and Spanish (AppendixAand B). These general 
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rules are the foundation for teaching dairy stockmanship 
to people interacting with cattle. Producers that under
stand the rules will find many opportunities to lower the 
handling stress when working with their cattle. 

Most commonly, the term "Rules of Engagement" 
(ROE) is used by military or police units. The ROE's 
determine when, where, and how force shall be used. 
Such rules are both general and specific, and there have 
been large variations between cultures throughout his
tory. The rules may be made public, as in a martial law 
or curfew situation, but are typically only fully known 
to the force that intends to use them. 

This concept ofROE's can be applied to dairy stock
manship training programs. In dairy stockmanship, the 
ROE's determine when, where, and how pressure shall 
be used. Dairy stockmanship rules are both general and 
specific. The rules may be made public, but are typi
cally only fully known to the stockpeople that intend 
to use them. Good stockpeople have learned to follow 
these rules without consciously thinking about them. 
Stated another way, good stockpeople have learned to 
very closely observe the behavior responses of the cows. 

The Concept of Stress in Dairy Cattle 

The general concept of low-stress handling is be
ing widely discussed in the dairy industry today. The 
National Dairy FARM Program: Farmers Assuring Re
sponsible Management SM, created by the National Milk 
Producers Federation (NMPF) with support from Dairy 
Management Inc. (DMI), specifically states as a best 
management practice "Employees should be properly 
trained to handle animals with a minimum of stress to 
the animal, and the consequences of inhumane handling 
should be known and enforced." The National Dairy 
FARM Program is designed to demonstrate that U.S. 
milk producers are committed to providing the highest 
standards of animal care and quality assurance. This 
voluntary program, available to all producers, provides 
a consistent on-farm animal well-being program that 
includes education, on-farm evaluations and third-party 
verification. Whether it be dairy stockmanship training 
or a program like FARM, the increased usage of the 
term "low-stress cattle handling techniques" has raised 
the questions of what exactly is stress, and how do we 
determine if it is "low" or "high"? 

If you ask 12 people to define "stress" you would 
likely get 12 different answers. This creates an inter
esting challenge for us if we are going to attempt to 
determine the level of animal stress on a particular farm 
and whether the stress level is "low" or "high". If we 
struggle to define stress, how can we measure it? One of 
the goals of this paper is to introduce the reader to the 
scientific study of stress biology and to suggest that farm 
managers and advisors can utilize this understanding 
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to assist in the evaluation whether cow handling stress 
is "low" or "high" on a dairy operation. A lengthy list of 
references is provided at the end of the paper for those 
interested in researching further into the concepts of 
animal stress biology. 

A brief history of stress research pioneers will be 
helpful to understand how the term came into such 
widespread use. Hans Seyle (1907-1982) is generally 
recognized for being the first researcher to demonstrate 
the existence of biological stress. In 1936 Seyle defined 
stress as "the non-specific response of the body to any 
demand for change." Seyle demonstrated in his research 
that a wide variety of noxious stimuli caused a very 
consistent set of pathologic changes in laboratory rats. 
Seyle's work created much interest and discussion in 
the scientific community. 

The work of Robert Sapolsky is also useful in un
derstanding the concept of biological stress. Sapolsky 
suggests a very useful approach by differentiating a 
"stressor" from the body's "stress response". Sapolsky 
defined a stressor as anything that disrupts physiologi
cal balance. A stress response is defined as the body's 
adaptations designed to re-establish the balance. 

Discussions at the 2011 Trends in Stress Biology 
course taught at Aarhus University suggested some 
slight refinements to the definitions. 

• Stressor = event threatening or potentially threat
ening the homeostatic balance 

• Stress response = the bodies attempt to re-estab
lish the homeostasis after encountering a stressor. 

Stressors can be described by their characteristics 
such as duration, frequency, intensity, predictability, 
and ability to be controlled. It is important to note that 
while stressors can be physical things (heat, cold, star
vation, etc.) psychological factors can also trigger the 
stress response in an animal in the absence of anything 
physically threatening to an animal. 

Sapolsky in his writings proposes that the stress 
response evolved as adaptive survival mechanisin for 
animals. It is now increasingly recognized that the 
consequences of the stress response can be maladaptive, 
and that there is a "biological cost" to the animal for 
mounting a stress response. It is actually incorrect to 
state that stress makes an animal sick. To be correct, one 
should state that the stress response makes you more 
likely to get diseases that make you sick. 

There is no single litmus test for stress because of 
the multiple ways the body responds to stressors. Since 
stressors will result in both behavioral responses and 
physiological responses on the part of the animal, proper 
assessment of an animal's stress response requires one 
look at both. One cannot interpret physiological test 
results without knowing the behavior. 

An understanding of stockmanship principles will 
help one to be aware of behavior responses in animals. 
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The physiological components of the stress response 
are significantly influenced by the endocrine system. 
Broadly speaking, all stressors provoke some degree of 
cortisol secretion as well as a multitude of other physi
ologic responses. The exact orchestration of the many 
hormones involved will vary depending on the stressor. 
In this way, different stressors have a different "stress 
signature" that describes the overall stress response. 
Work in this area is very interesting and in the future 
will most certainly allow us to improve and refine our 
evaluation of the physiological response to stress. 

It is still our present understanding that gluco
corticoids (cortisol) and catecholamines (adrenalin) 
together mediate most of the changes that form the 
stress response. Today, measuring cortisol remains the 
gold standard to evaluate the physiologic response to 
stressors. Researchers are actively engaged in search
ing for additional physiologic measures, but it is clear 
that cortisol does play an important role. Understanding 
the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (HPA axis) is 
critical to understanding the physiology of the stress 
response. 

Blood sampling has been the traditional measure 
used to evaluate the cortisol level in an animal. How
ever, plasma cortisol evaluation is not without issues. 
For example, obtaining a blood sample in itself can be 
stressful, especially in wildlife or zoo animals. Dr. Rupert 
Palme (Dept. Biomed. Sciences/Biochemistry, University 
of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna) and other researchers 
have been actively looking into alternatives to blood 
sampling. Cortisol is metabolized in the liver and cortisol 
metabolites are excreted in the urine and feces. Measur
ing cortisol metabolites in the feces (FCM's) has received 
a significant amount of attention. Since 1997, over 130 
publications have used the measurement of FCM's on 
a wide variety of animal species, including dairy cattle. 

In 2011, the University of Minnesota Veterinary 
Diagnostic Lab (VDL) completed a validation study us
ing a commercially available radio-immuno-assay (MP 
Biomedicals, Diagnostic Division, 13 Mountain View 
Avenue, Orangeburg, NY 10962) to measure FCM's in 
bovine feces at our VDL. We anticipate the ability to 
measure FCM's will be an important additional tool 
complementing behavior analysis study of dairy cattle. 
Measuring FCM's hopefully will assist dairy research 
projects that are designed to evaluate whether a par
ticular handling technique can be considered low-stress 
animal handling. 

The positive impact of better cow handling has 
been clearly demonstrated by Australia's Animal Welfare 
Science Centre, a joint organization with Australia's 
University of Melbourne, Monash University and the 
Victorian State Department of Primary Industries. 
The Centre is internationally recognized as a leading 
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research and educational facility of animal welfare top
ics. Interested readers are directed to the Hemsworth 
references included in this paper for more detailed 
information. 

Conclusions 

Dairy veterinarians are frequently involved in on
farm training programs for dairy owners and their em
ployees. Delivering effective training programs for dairy 
workers is a very valuable production medicine service 
to offer to dairy clients. At the University of Minnesota 
College of Veterinary Medicine, our main focus has been 
working with a few collaborating dairy operations to put 
stockmanship into practice on commercial dairies. Our 
long-term goal is to develop useful training resources 
that dairy veterinarians will be able to utilize to improve 
their own stockmanship skills as well as use to facilitate 
on-farm training with dairy clients. In addition, we are 
actively developing a research program to study the cow 
behavior responses to stockmanship techniques. 
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Appendix A 

Dairy Stockmanship Rules of Engagement 

Cow Rules 

Cow brain gets input from her senses: sight, hearing, smelling, touching, tasting 
1. Cows sense "pressure" 

• Cows look at what is pressuring them 
• Cows tend to go around the pressure 
• Cows stop moving when the pressure is removed 

2. Contradictory pressures produce incompatible behavior 
• Single sources of pressure are most effective 

3. Cows follow other cows 
4. Cows tend to return to where they came from 
5. Cows move in the direction they are facing 
6. Multiple factors determine behavioral responses 

•''You can never step into the same river; for new waters are always flowing on to you." Heraclitus of Ephesus quote 
(Greek philosopher, 540-480BC) 

People Rules 
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1. The cow is always right 
•Cow behavior is lawful, and cows obey the laws 

2. Never cheat, be consistent 
3. See everything, look at nothing 

• Every interaction between people and cows is important 
•Be patient 

4. Work in the pressure area 
•Work where the cow can see you 
•Work "inside the circle" 

5. Do not predetermine your actions 
6. Pressure properly 

• Pressure from the side 
• Encroachment = timing, angle, speed, position 
• Hands in pockets 

7. Teach animals in this order 
• Slow them down 
•Stop them 
•Start them 
•Turn them 
• Teach animals to take pressure 

8. Greater pressure required to start movement 
• Less pressure required to drive & guide 
• Starting movement properly is very important 
• Avoid constantly stopping motion 

9. Rocking motion 
10. Walk straight 
11. Walk with cows to slow them down 
12. Walk against cows to speed up 

Walk in a Zig-Zag to create motion 
"T" to the gate 
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AppendixB 

Reglas para Comunicaci6n con el Ganado 

Reglas para Bovinos: 

1. Lavaca siente la "presi6n." 
a . La vaca mira a lo que esta presionandola. 
b. Las vacas tienen tendencia de ir alrededor de la presi6n. 
c. Las vacas se paran cuando la presi6n esta relajada. 

2. Las presiones contradictorias producen resultados contradictorios. Una sola fuente de presi6n es lo mas eficaz. 
3. Las vacas siguen a las otras vacas. 
4. Las vacas quieren regresar al lugar de donde vinieron. 
5. Las vacas se mueven in la direcci6n que estan mirando. 
6. Varios factores influyen la determinaci6n y comportamiento de animales. 

"No puedes cruzar dos veces el mismo rio; aguas nuevas siempre estan pasando." 

Reglas para la Gente: 

1. La vaca siempre tiene la raz6n. 
a. Si la vaca no hace lo que quieres, la culpa es tuya. 
b. El comportamiento de las vacas es legitimo. Siempre siguen las leyes. 

2. No enga:fi.e. Sea consistente. 
3. Vea todo, pero mire a nada. 

a. Todos los encuentros entre Ganado y gentes son importantes. 
b. Tenga paciencia. 

4. Trabaje en la zona de presi6n. 
a. Trabaje donde la vaca puede verte. Si no ves un ojo de la vaca, ella note puede ver. 
b. Trabaje dentro del cfrculo de animales. 

5. Tienes que responder a las acciones de los animales en el momenta; nunca hay que predecir sus acciones. 
6. Aplique la presi6n correctamente 

a . Presione del lado. 
b. Sea consciente del la rapidez, del angulo, y de la posici6n de la presi6n. 
c. Manos en las bolsas. No chifles o gritos. 
d. Si el animal te mira, estas muy lejos o muy a tras de ella. 

7. Ense:fi.e a los animales en esta orden: 
a. Delantarlos 
b. Detenerlos 
c. Iniciar movimiento. 
d. Darles vuelta. 
e. Ense:fi.eles como tomar la presi6n. 

8. Se necesita mas presi6n para empezar el movimiento. 
a. Menos presi6n para mover y guiar. 
b. Es muy importante empezar el movimiento correctamente. 
c. Evite parar el movimiento muchas veces. 
d. Cuando la vaca se mueve como tu quieres, baje la presi6n. 

9. Moci6n de balanceo. 
10. Carnine derecho. Si hay mas de una persona, mueve en linea derecha atras del grupo en movimientos de lado al lado. 
11. Carnine en la misma direcci6n de las vacas para que caminen despacio. 
12. Carnine en la direcci6n contraria para que caminen mas rapido. 

Carnine en una direcci6n de zigzag para empezar la moci6n. Si muevan un grupo de animales a una puerta, forme un 
"T", con el pie del "T" apuntada a la puerta y los brazos (la linea de gente) atras del grupo. Las personas deben avanzar 
en linea derecha en direcci6n de la puerta. 
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